BRUNCH

**STARS**

**SET PER TABLE**

FURIKAKE FLAVORED OIL
KOREAN BBQ SAUCE
GINGER SAUCE
KIMCHI
PICKLED CELERY AND CUCUMBER
MARINATED DAikon
SWEET, SOUR BRUSSEL SPROUTS
FRESH SERRANO SLICED
FRESH GARLIC SLICED
FRESH LETTUCE & WHITE RICE

**PO**

THICK SLICED KOROBUTA PORK BELLY
PORK TENDERLOIN

**BE**

TENDERLOIN
MARINATED SHORT RIB
WAGYU + $500 MXP

**FISH & SHELL**

MARINATED SHRIMP
CATCH OF THE DAY
LOBSTER + $300 MXP
DAILY VEGETABLES

**S**

**STARTERS**

BIBIMBAP BOWL OF RICE STRIPED WITH VEGETABLES AND MEAT ALONG WITH A FRIED EGG ON TOP CHILI PASTE
GIMBAP GIMBAP IS LIKE A KOREAN VERSION OF A MAKI ROLL
KIMCHI CHIGUE KIAMICHI AND PORK SUP
PAJEON PAJEON IS A PAN-FRIED SAVORY PANCAKE
MANDU KOREAN DUMPLINGS, WITH KIMCHI & PORK

**DESSERT**

MOCHIS
KOREAN COOKIES

$1,600 MXP per person. All inclusive $1,000 MXP supplement per person. Meat & fish 100 gr presentation. The consumption of raw or undercooked proteins might result in food borne illness or contamination. This is beyond our standard measures for food safety and hygiene control. Our menus are subject to changes without previous notice. Prices are in Mexican Pesos, tax included.